Why Assess?
Knowing how each pupil is performing allows teachers to help
individuals improve.
Assessment plays a key role in helping schools to improve
outcomes.
This in turn promotes improvement at class level, then at school
level.

HOW DO WE ASSESS ?
Summative
•

Statutory assessments at end of EYFS, KS1 and KS2

•

Ongoing ‘tracking’ - informs intervention and targets

Formative (Assessment for Learning - AfL)
•

During and between lessons – informing teaching and planning

•

AfL techniques include:
•

Talking (learning) partners

•

Effective questioning

•

Learning objectives and success criteria

•

Self and collaborative marking and feedback

STATUTORY ASSESSMENTS
•

EYFS Profile

•

End of Year 1 Phonics test

•

End of Key Stage 1 SATs (end of Year 2)

•

End of Key Stage 2 SATs (end of Year 6)

EYFS STRIVING FOR
A ‘GOOD LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT’

At the end of Foundation
• Emerging
• Expected
• Exceeding

YEAR 1 PHONICS CHECK (A TEST!)
•

Specifically tests decoding NOT reading as a whole

•

Children that do not achieve required level in Year 1, repeat the
test in Year 2

END OF KS1 AND KS2 ASSESSMENTS

•

Commonly known as ‘SATs’

•

Tasks and Tests that the Government sets for children aged 7 & 11

•

Children's knowledge in English, Mathematics and Science

•

A mix of tests and teacher assessment depending on the Keystage
and subject

WHAT IS ASSESSED?
Key Stage 1

Key Stage 2

(Teacher assessment and test) (Tests and teacher
assessment)
Literacy
Speaking and listening
Reading
Writing (including
handwriting)
SPAG
Maths
Science

English
Reading (test)
Writing (teacher)
Spelling, Grammar &
Punctuation (test)
Maths (test)
Science (teacher)

KS1 - IT’S NOT ALL ABOUT THE TESTS!
The tests help to inform teacher assessment
Teacher assessment:


Carried out as part of normal teaching practice



Purpose is to identify next learning steps



Reported to parents at each stage of child’s education



Open to moderation so we (and the Government) know the scores are
accurate.

KS1 TEST / TASK ORGANISATION
•

Normal day

•

One to one, or in small groups

•

Some whole class

•

Children asked to do their best

•

Teachers explain what the children have to do

•

Children must work without adult help

KS2 – IT’S MORE ABOUT THE TESTS!
•

Used as a progress measure from KS1–2

•

Published (league tables)

•

Allows comparison against other schools

•

Tests the knowledge, skills and understanding that is taught in
school daily – no tricks!

WHEN WE ASSESS, WE NO LONGER USE LEVELS.
In the past, parents have been given levels which indicate how well the children have understood the
objectives.
The levels were cumulative and increased as the child worked through the school and worked through the
curriculum. For example, they might work up from a level 2 in year 2 to a level 4 in year 6. This made it
easy for parents and teachers to track progress.
The children will now be assessed as to whether they are:
-

Working towards the expectation for their year group (Red and Orange)

-

Working at the expectation for their year group (Green)

-

Working above the expectation for their year group (Blue)

Therefore, if a child has exceeded expectation in year 2 and is continuing to exceed expectation in year
6, they have made good progress because they are now working at much harder objectives.
MASTERY CURRICULUM

WHAT DOES OUR ASSESSMENT LOOK LIKE?
When do we assess (other than the statutory assessments)?
Ongoing- all the time
We record our judgements at the end of every term
How do we make a judgement?
Questioning/ verbal feedback from the children
Guided group activities
Marking- the children’s response to activities
Challenge questions- distance questions
Test results
Where do we record our judgements?
MAPPIX

MAPPIX PROGRESS STRIPS
•

•

Progress strips are stuck in the front of the children’s books so we can track whether
they have achieved objectives as we work through the curriculum. The children can
also decide whether they have achieved the objective.
Differentiated- KS1 and KS2 strips look different.

MAPPIX ONLINE
An online system which allows teachers to store and analyse judgements.
Each objective is colour coded.
Teachers can identify next
steps for individual children and
classes.

It allows teachers to class
averages for particular
objectives.

WHAT NEXT
• Before data is collated into our school tracking system we
moderate to ensure accuracy of judgments.
• Scrutiny of assessment data to identify trends within groups
and for individual pupils.
• Support interventions and targets are based on these trends.
• Data shared as a Trust.
• Trust action planning takes place.

WHAT WILL WE BE REPORTING TO PARENTS?
In February Parent Teacher meetings you will be given the following:
1. A judgement as to whether your child:
- is working towards the expectation for their year group
- is meeting the expectation for their year group
- is working above the expectation for their year group

2. Targets for your child to help them move forwards with their learning.

At the end of the year you will be given the following:
A colour banding that indicates how well your child has met that year’s objectives.

